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Foreword
Content

“Fight the good fight of the faith, take hold of the
eternal life to which you were called, when you made
the good confession in the presence of many witnesses.”
1 Timothy 6:12

We have chosen the path of those who do God’s bidding on earth: make right f rom wrong while
professing the Gospel. We, although working in different countries with different realities, are hence
united in this European platform, the European Coordination JECI-MIEC (JECI-MIEC), guided by the
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International Solidarity which remains one of our fundamental values.
JECI-MIEC is a regional coordination of several IYCS-JECI (IYCS), IMCS-MIEC Pax Romana (IMCS)
Movements and other Organisations of Catholic Students from European countries. The Orientation
Guidelines are a series of themes spanning over four years that will be focused upon by JECI-MIEC.
These themes are related to JECI-MIEC’s identity.
However, do we have a common identity? What is it that defines us? How can we reach true
connections within our diverse countries and organizations? The answer is quick to most of us - we are
Catholic Students. Its meaning, however, is more complex than one could think at first glance. Therefore,
the proposal of these orientation guidelines is to identify what it means to be Catholic Students and
reach a more profound depth on the specificities and challenges of living in Europe with this identity.
We believe that our first and most important common point is our Christian faith and the values that it
implies. These are realized through our identity of being Catholic and the way we live them in our society
and our educational realities.
JECI-MIEC’s methodology is the Review of Life (See – Judge – Act) that has a direct impact
on improvements that are necessary in our eyes. It also provides self-development to the students by
giving them a voice and guiding them to live in a responsible way.
The Orientation Guidelines 2021-2024 will contribute to the evolution of the movements in four
levels that represent the multifaceted personality of the individual: the personal aspect, the spiritual
aspect, its role within the structure of European coordination JECI-MIEC and its interaction with
society. In order to address these four distinct aspects we structured the orientation guidelines into
four categories: the personal aspect, the spiritual aspect, organisational development and social action.
Several aims that contribute to the growth of each category addressed were pointed out including ways
and possibilities of how to attain them.
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Encourage members to use their personal
experiences so to achieve self-realisation and not
let these experiences hinder them.

How:

The Pe rsonal Aspect

• Learning to engage in conflicts that arise in our
relationships in a constructive manner. (Conflict
resolution).
• Structuring our groups so that they would feel
better to share personal experiences. (preference to
smaller cell groups rather than large plenaries).
Offer members a place where they can
be proactive and find their role in the world.

How:

• Assigning responsibilities to the members.
•Building an environment that encourages
members to recognise their talents and personal
achievements.
Help our members to be aware that they
are made up of many different facets (the
characteristics which we are born with, the
relationships that mould us and life experiences
that affect our perception of how to live) and
guide them to assimilate all these different facets.

How:

• To look at reliable media sources including
religious articles to get in touch with contemporary
discussions.
• Encouraging talk about personal experiences.
• Forming the leaders to be able to communicate to
the members their openness so that they may feel
comfortable to talk to them on personal issues.
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The Spi ritualAspect
Offer
a
space
where
members can feel engaged
and guided through Christ’s
teachings passed on to us
through the Church and make
it possible for them feel free to
express their own way of living
the faith.

How:

• Encourage movements of having
either an ecclesiastical or lay
spiritual assistant.
• Activities where members are
encouraged to reflect and discuss
the Christian Faith.
• Offering possibilities for formation
of spiritual assistants.

Suggestions:

Lectio
Divina,
spiritual
retreats, theological reflections.

For so the Lord has
commanded us, “I have
made you a light to the
Gentiles, that you may be
an instrument of salvation
to the ends of the earth.”
Acts 13,47

Encouraging
members
to live their faith within
the movement not only by
participating in its activities but
also by putting forward their
own ideas and actions.

Supporting the members in discovering
their authentic relationship with God that will
lead them to find their vocation in life being a
gift to the world.

How:

• Learn more about possible spiritual exercises.
• Learning more about the sacraments and their
empowering effect in our life.
• Experiencing the fact of being a gift to others but
also realising that others are a gift to you.

Suggestions:

• Spiritual exercises of St. Ignatius of Loyola.
• Franciscan spirituality.
• Communal life experiences.

How:

• Help members to contribute
during the spiritual activities.
• Encouraging talk about faith
and spirituality during informal
setups.

Suggestions:

Prayer boxes, also digital;
offering members to make
starting or ending prayer during
normal sessions.
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Establishment of an efficient, swift and direct communication
strategy by rebuilding/strengthening the bonds between the national
movements, JECI-MIEC, IMCS and IYCS and improving the response
rate; Improving communication within the national movements;
Increasing knowledge about JECI-MIEC, IMCS and IYCS in the grassroots
of the movements; Increasing visibility outside of the movements
by developing a new external communication strategy both on the
national and European levels, and ensuring the national and European
movements are active in different networks.

How:

• Increasing our visibility through social media accounts such as Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter supervised by a social media commission.
• Updating our website with content f rom the National Movements and
expanding its usability.
• Review the annual reporting system of the national movements to the
international and vice versa. Establishing planned meetings between the
European team and national external affairs officers.

Suggestions:

• Shared calendar with the national movements.
• Producing communication materials (memes/videos/testimonies)
through the collaboration among national movements and also specifically made by JECI-MIEC, which can be shared through user f riendly popular (social) media channels.
• JECI-MIEC Instagram account can share the list of National Organizations’ accounts in one post.
• Interaction from national movements with JECI-MIEC Instagram account:
Every few days, JECI-MIEC can post informational posts and National Organizations can repost and vice versa.
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• Quarterly meetings between the external affairs officers of the diff National Movements, dates planned in advance. Creating a direct platform
for feedback and having a possibility for national organisations to use the
international platform for local goals.
• Add a JECI-MIEC page on Wikipedia

Increasing
engagement
of national movements at the
European level, in terms of
taking on responsibilities and
active participation.

How:

• Reminders to send documents
annually, to sign up for events etc.
• Giving specific tasks to motivate
people to contribute.
• Organising online meetings on a
regular basis to foster closer bonds
between members from the
different movements, eg: gaming
or prayer sessions, exchange of
communication
strategies
or
solutions to shared challenges.
• During programs, having a fun
first day to encourage people to
come for the rest of the program.
• Encouraging people that aren’t
necessarily very confident speaking English to participate and
help them feel comfortable and
form friendships which will motivate them to come back and
bring others.

(Re)build
direct
links
between
the
European
movements
to
facilitate
exchanges, as well as cooperate
and support each other with
the help of the European
Coordination.

How:

• Exchange of knowledge, publications and facilitating international exchanges.
• Have a platform or website where
people can learn about international exchanges and how to apply.
• Opening local activities to other
National Movements.
• Organising subregional programs to allow more participants
to participate and encourage
subregional cooperation.
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Providing training opportunities for young people in positions of
responsibility, establishing ways of funding and creating an effective
fallback strategy in case of dysfunctioning.

How:

• Recruiting motivated people capable of specific tasks.
• Organizing formation programs in administrative skills at both regional
and national levels with the help of the international movements.
• Inform the national organisations about the responsibilities of each European team member, so that people know who to contact about specific
issues.
• Set up an alumni database to send them a newsletter and ask for fundraising.
• Explore new ways of how to procure funds.
• Setting up an emergency plan to cope with administrative mismanagement.

Suggestions:

• Two or three national movements that have a long-term administration
can be given the responsibility to keep backup copies of the European Coordination hard disks or other important information.
• Long term mentors/chaplains that transfer the information when the young
people fail to do it.

2021-2024

SocialAction
Intercultural dialogue: knowing the different cultures
in our own countries and creating a respectful society by
promoting respect towards other people’s cultures.

How:

• Organizing activities to share different cultural traditions.
• Organizing training sessions around the topic of peacebuilding.

Suggestions:

Sharing cultural ‘objects’ typical of our country, not necessarily ‘intellectual’: traditions, music, films, literature etc.

Recognizing and respecting human dignity and human
rights by making JECI-MIEC movements inclusive and safe
spaces for everybody and identifying the main inequalities in
each country.

How:

• Collaboration with other movements and associations.
• Ensuring an inclusive environment for LGBTQI+.
• Ensuring a barrier-free environment
• Ensuring participation regardless of the cost and creating a sustainable and cooperative (financial) system.
• Discussing other perspectives about economic systems.
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Suggestions:

Establishing a code of conduct.
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To proactively assist2 0in
the
21-2024
Covid-19 situation, encouraging
actions of solidarity and peer to
peer support, and contribute to
shape the post Covid-19 world based
on the social and psychological
consequences of the pandemic.

Advocating for Holistic Education1 to promote critical thinking,
create a more informed generation and encourage Emotional, Cognitive,
Physical and Social development.

How:

• Integrating a holistic vision through non-formal and informal education2.
• Promoting activities based on the premise that each person finds identity, meaning, and purpose in life through connections to the community, to
the natural world, and to spiritual values such as compassion and peace.

How:

Suggestions:

• Collaborating with international
movements.
• Creating other options to meet so
as to make a safe and friendly environment.
• Finding ways of understanding
members views and amplifying their
voices so to inform and influence key
decision-makers.

• Possible training session topics: Emotional Intelligence, Communication
skills & Public Speaking, Conflict Resolution, Meditative sessions.
• Enrolling the review of life in our methodology to improve Cognitive development through the See Judge Act principle.
• Encouraging national movement leaders to advocate for the last decade
of action towards a sustainable and just society.
• Inviting experts on holistic education to inform movement leaders on the
latest approaches and developments.

Suggestions:

• Taking part with IYCS global response plan for COVID-19.
• Keeping contact with quarantined
and former infected people.

Rediscover the true meaning of politics, through the importance
of commitment to the common goods, highlighting democratic, ethical
values and active participation through informed voting and advocacy.

How:

• Organising study sessions and discussions focused on raising political
awareness within the movements.
• Informing members about political decisions and coordinate activities
related to public affairs and political action.
• Encouraging the members to take part and act in the social affairs.

Suggestions:
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• Signing petitions and publishing declarations.
• Implement advocacy efforts through the use of social media, the Internet, and polls, thereby guiding
public opinion and consequently directing public policy.
1
Holistic education is rooted in experiential learning and centers education on the relationships that people create with each other. These
relationships form the core of the educational environment. Holistic
education is considered a form of alternative learning because of its
emphasis on creating a different learning environment from what is
typically practiced.
2
It can be achieved, not through an academic “curriculum” that condenses the world into instructional packages, but through direct engagement with the environment.

Fighting
Climate
Change
by
raising awareness on a local level,
promoting a more sustainable lifestyle
and acknowledging our consumption
footprint.

How:

• Setting concrete short term goals to
achieve more sustainable Movements.
• Organizing activities more sustainable in
terms of mobility, waste, food and location.
• Promoting the discussion about critical
consumption (5 R’s and circular economy).

Suggestions:

• Cooperation with Fridays For Future and
other organizations (e.g.: Global Catholic
Climate Movement).
• Involvement in the European Green Deal.
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Name of movement (Abbreviation)
European Coordination JECI-MIEC
International Young Catholic Students IYCS
International Movement of Catholic Students IMCS Pax Romana
AF ATEITIS
AKH Germany
ASTRU Cluj Romania
AUCS Obnova Ukraine
EKNE Greece
FUCI Italy
JEC France
JEC Luxembourg
JEC Spain
KHJÖ Austria
KIK-Drum Bun Poland
KSJ Germany
MCE Portugal
MKSU Malta
MSAC Italy

2021-2024

Contact Address
office@jecimiec.eu
mail@iycs-jeci.org
office.imcsmiec@gmail.com
af@ateitis.lt
info@akh-fhok.de
cluj@astru.ro; clujastru@gmail.com
federation.obnova@gmail.com
eknegr@yahoo.gr
presidenza@fuci.net
contact@jecfrance.org ; enjecfrance@gmail.com
jacques.neyens@gmail.com
jec@juventudestudiantecatolica.es
khjoe@khjoe.at
drum.bun@kik.waw.pl
international@ksj.de ; bundesamt@ksj.de
mce.nacional@gmail.com
info@mksu.org
msac@azionecattolica.it
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Copyright © European Coordination JECI-MIEC, 2020
All rights reserved. No part of this document may be
reproduced or used in any manner without written
permission of the copyright owner except for the use of
quotations. For more information, address:
office@jecimiec.eu

www. jecimiec.eu
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